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stones. At the funeral of a Toda, al \vhiVh I \\a>; piv.srnK
the corpse was placed in front of the entrance to a circle
of loose stones, about a yard and a half in diameter, which
had been specially constructed for the occasion. According
to Mr Walhousc, at some Tocla funerals, the ashes of tlu*
deceased are collected, and buried under a lan;v stnnr
at the entrance of an ancient circle (a/arain). And Dr
W. H. R. Rivers, during his recent study of the Todas,
was informed that all the hills inhabited by their t;nds
have on their summits ancient stone circles which tlu*
Todas call pun. Among the dairies of the Tcnla.s uiv
several of circular form, one of which is well known to
Europeans under the name of the "Toda Cathedral," It i.s
recorded by Ur Rivers that the circular wall which once
surrounded one of these dairies has boon converted into a
buffalo pen.
A few years ago, extensive excavations were carried
out by Mr A. Rca, of the Arclueological Survey heparl-
ment, at the vast prehistoric or protohistoric cemetery at
Aditanallur in the Tinnevelly district PYom this curl}'
burial-ground, a large number of elongated, globular urns,
made of red earthenware, and averaging loss than throe
feet in diameter, with a slightly greater height:, were dug-
out Some of the urns contained human skulls and other
bones, with no signs of cremation. In those urns which
contained complete skeletons, the position of (he bones led
to the conclusion that they had been placed inside; in a
squatting or sitting attitude. Of the skulls examined by
me, several were conspicuously prognathous (with pro-
jecting lower jaw)—a character, which is occasionally found
in South India at the present day. The general typo of
the skulls was, like that of the existing inhabitants 'of the
Tamil country, dolichocephalic (narrow-headed), and sonic
were conspicuously hyperdolichocephalic, The excavations
at Aditanallur further brought to light large numbers of
T.

